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Name 

{This handout was given to class on.first day.} 

____________ Novel: 

Names of those in group: 

Plan for reading/discussion deadlines (pages, sections, etc): 

12/21 
12/22 
1/8 
1/9 
1/10 
1/11 
1/12 

Also present presentation plan: 

1/15 Presentation update/questions 
1/16 Groups 1 and 2 
1/17 Groups 3 and 4 
1/18 Groups meet to read evaluative comments 
1/19 Whole class discussion of themes, common issues com-
ments, etc. ' 

Assessment: 

/50 pts Jo_umals kept for each reading portion listed above. 
/25 pts Discussion on dates listed above 

Each person may read or discuss reactions to portions read ask 
qu~stions, ask for clarification, summarize, restate themes ~ym
bohsms, etc. BUT EACH PERSON MUST CONTRIBUTE OR GRADE 
IS LOWERED. 

/45 pts Presentation 
Plan - incorporate entire group 
Info - clarity and completeness of novel to group. 
The class will write reactions. 
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The Invisible Sphere of Time: 
A Commentary on Katherine Mansfield's 

Her First Ball 
by 

Catherine McIntire 

The phantom of mortality in the form of an old man, her partner in dance, 
astonishes Leila in the coming of age story by Katherine Mansfield, and 
Leila is brought face to face at Her First Ball with her own finite nature, 
her own incontrovertible destiny. But, on this brink of awareness, Leila 
in her youthful "waiting for the world and for herself' (de Beauvoir 375) 
chooses not to recognize the tyranny of time, the reality of the intruder 
into her illusion, but to revel in the dazzling moment, the gossamer 
fairyland of her present. Something like the honey-hungry grizzled bear 
in "October Light" which in front of James "materialized from invisibility 
and draped its shadow over him" (Gardner 433). the elemental force of 
time, the "Beast" of reality in man's life, intrudes on Leila's innocence 
and youth, intrudes on the "Beauty" of her illusion, a timeless and 
weightless euphoria. The old man is "life's gravity" (Gardner 11) - the 
pull from youth to old age, the pull of reality. The creature of nature, 
namely the aging of man, briefly invades her consciousness; her youth, 
however, demands that she return to time suspended, to her own 
personal experience of time, in the present. 

Was it-could it be true? It sounded terribly true. Was this 
first ball only the beginning of her last ball after all? At that 
the music seemed to change; it sounded sad, sad; it rose 
upon a great sigh. Oh, how quickly things changed! Why 
didn't happiness last for ever? For ever wasn't a bit too 
long ....... 'I want to stop' she said in a breathless voice. 

Leila wants to live the instant. As de Beauvoir states in The Coming of 
Age, "As the years go by, it is always the present moment that appears 
natural to us." (365) Leila is in the "undamaged world" of childhood as 
described by Ionesco in that book (376) "upon which time has no hold." 
Mansfield's story shimmers with waiting, with expectation of the instant. 
"Exactly when the ball began Leila would have found it hard to say." Her 
self-awareness perhaps begins during the cab ride with her cousins on 
the way when Leila leaves home and safety to go to the dance. The cab 
moves the young people from their known homes, from gravity, into a 
timelessness, a world of white innocence. 



Meg's tuberoses (white amaryllis jewelry) Jose's long loop of 
amber, Laura's little dark head, pushing above her white fur 
like a flower through snow. She would remember for ever. 

~ila is s~ transported from her experience in this new beauty that she 
felt that if there had been time ... she would have cried because she was 

an only child and had missed the closeness of a brother. But, of course, 
there was no time." She is nostalgic for the future, now present, being 
"thro~ away" before it even becomes the past and even though she is 
young, m the process of thinking, she grows older. In the cab, Leila's 
weightless innocence in the dark night (Providence?) directs her toward 
the dance of life, the deception, the illusion. 

Dancing is like breathing-the movement which proves life; in death there 
is no movement. On his death bed, Ivan Ilyich in Tolstoy's novella asked 
himself: "~at if my entire life, my entire conscious life, simply was not 
the rea_J thmg ... (126) Everything you lived by and still live by is a lie, a 
deception that blinds you from the reality oflife and death." (128) Leila's 
first ball may, for her, be "not the real thing;" when she is suddenly 
conf~onted With her own mortality at the end of the story, she prefers to 

!
deceive herself. Sally, in reflecting about her nephew, Richard, and his t 
ave, the Flynn girl, "sWinging each other around and around in a kind 

~f primaeval dance" observed "the natural exuberance of young people 
m love;" (Gardner 37) "But it was also a dance. An artifice. An illusion " 
(37) . 

In the cab, as her cousin throws away "the Wisps of tissue paper" from 
"the fastenings of new gloves" ("Yet how much of life came down to that, 
re~y;:-mere d:ess-up, ridiculous make-believe!" thinks old Sally) (35), 
l.e1la would hke to have kept those Wisps as a keepsake, as a remem
Jrance." In de Beauvoir's words, 

"for human reality, existing means existing in time ... " and in 
order to possess the past, "I must bind it to existence by a 
project; if this project consists ofknoWing it then I must make 
it present to myself by means of bringing it back to my 
memory. There is a kind of magic in recollection, a magic that 
one feels at every age." (361) 

be instant, the Wisps of time, are fragile and thrown away so easily by 
he others; Leila wants to keep them but the instant was already over. 
'he moment can't be held. Only the memory can be held. The moment 
'> to be lived. The future becomes the present which becomes the past. 
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'The road was bright With moving fan-like lights" like the life ahead of the 
young people seeming to "float through the air." The illusion is beautiful 
and it is not until the girls enter the ladies room "patting their hair, tying 
ribbons again, tucking handkerchiefs down the fronts of their bodices, 
smoothing marble-white gloves" that the contrasts of youth and old age 
begin and are subsequently dramatized throughout. "Two old women in 
white aprons ran up and down tossing fresh armfuls (of wraps)" and 
"everybody was pressing forward trying to get at ... the mirror at the far 
end." The ethereal setting of the ball becomes a symbol for the deception, 
the illusion oflife, in which human beings rush from youth to old age in 
order to ",see" themselves. "We live the past in the present, a present rich 
in the future towards which it was hurrying ... " (de Beauvoir 366) Leila, 
in the excitement and anticipation of youth, unknowingly enters the 
portal of her own self-awareness somewhat reminiscent of King Lear, in 
his anticipation of old age, entering the portal-the heath-albeit know
ingly, of his self-awareness. The process never ends; as de Beauvoir 
explains Sartre's philosophy, human beings are Wittingly or unWittingly 
always transcending themselves. During the ball many possible view
points of this transcendence are dealt With: Leila "sees" her peers; she 
"sees" the fat man (old age); the old man "sees" her (youth); and, the old 
man "sees" his peers. They do not seem to "see" themselves. The story 
moves as delicately as a waltz into this ethereal world. 

The drill hall, the routine oflife, is transformed for Leila into a fairyland 
because it is her first ball. For the others, the ball has already become 
a drill, a routine; she finds it "hard" to be "indifferent" like the others. The 
reader sees that Leila, tenderly vital and alert (as the old man, her dance 
partrler also is) sees her peers as "strange faces"-smiling "sweetly, 
vaguely" With "strange voices"-girls who "didn't really see her," like the 
irony Within the statement in the ladies' room "I can't see a single 
invisible hair pin." The pinnacle of time and experience she is in is just 
as invisible to her peers as the pinnacle of time and experience the old 
man is in, is as invisible to Leila. 

Leila is alone the Cinderella at the ball. The "long white wand" of Miss 
Eccles, her dance instructor, her fairy godmother, has prepared her for 
this moment. "White often represents timelessness and ecstasy" and 
purity of emotion (Cirlot 58) and "black comes to symbolize time." (58) 
Mansfield's story moves from a predominance of references to white, 
through the pink and white, and red and gold of the ball, to a 
predominance of references to black. Laura in her pink velvet cloak, 
symbolic of the flesh color of youth and sensuality (54) is "lifted past the 
big golden lantern" and "carried along the passage." The chaperons, 
however, "the poor old dears" (as the old man later refers to them) were 
"in dark dresses, smiling rather foolishly" and "walked With little careful 



steps over the polished floor towards the stage." The story is filled with 
images of movement and freedom, of weightlessness and flying-exuber
ant "fluttering" and "floating" beyond the gravitational pull of age and 
reality-like the "little satin shoes" which "chase each other like birds." 
The fateful threads of invisible time spin the reader into a magic swirl of 
pink and silver programmes, pink pencils and fluffy tassels, pink satin 
feet, golden lanterns, gilt chairs, the gleaming "golden floor," the red 
carpet, and the azaleas "which became pink and white flags streaming 
by." No wonder Leila exclaims breathlessly of her revel in such a 
fairyland: "How heavenly; how simply heavenly!" just like when Sally 
reads in her book, "the real world lost weight." (Gardner 21) In observing 
the airy world of the glistening ball the "rush of longing: for the safety 
of home" changed to a "rush of joy so sweet that it was hard to bear 
alone." Leila is as full of great expectations as Pip, waiting for the world 
and for herself; "quite suddenly" that world glides toward her. 
Willa Cather observed about Katherine Mansfield that: 

It was usually her way to approach the major forces through 
comparatively trivial incidents. She chose a small reflector to 
throw a luminous streak out into the shadowy realm of 
personal relationships. I feel that the personal relationships, 
especially, the uncatalogued ones, the seeming unimportant 
ones, interested her the most. (Charters 739) 

The "small reflector" in this story would seem to be the old man; he 
reflects like the "mirror at the far end" what she will become with the 
ravages of time; he throws a luminous streak out into Leila's night like 
when she looked through the dark windows at the stars, with "long 
beams like wings." Old age is often associated with night and youth with 
day, but one of several ironies in this story is that even though her golden 
moment is shattered by the shadow of death in the form of the old man, 
he is not just the "Beast" of time. Although reluctant to recognize time 
and her old age (as the reader sees by the end of the story), it is through 
the old man's perception of her that Leila crosses the threshold of time 
and looks into that "mirror at the far end." Light and dark dance 
contrapuntally in a double dimension throughout the story. The first 
mention of night is Leila's "rush oflonging" to be in the country moonlight 
at home, in safety. The second mention is after a few dances when "she 
was only at the beginning of everything," when she was still feeling the 
thrill of her first ball; until this point in her own time, she "had never ~ 
known what the night was like before .. .it had opened dazzling bright." 
The night of herself becomes day; she has moved from seeing herself as 
others see her to a self-reflection; the dark becomes light with the 
beginning of understanding available only through the passage of time. 
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The third mention of night (the stars through dark windows which had 
"long beams like wings") captures the _idea_ of time, through the dark 
unknown future, equaling flight, equalmg hght. 

Leila's thoughts float in and out of dark and light-the night mi~way 
through the story had opened "dazzling bright"-her passage to enh~ht
enment became, anachronistically by the end of the story, a pa~~age n~.to 
the dark awareness of her own mortality. When the old man- f~t, with 
a big bald patch on his head-took her programme" the word blackls _used 
for the first time; this rotund partner, weighty with years of ~xpen~nce 
compares his programme "black with names" as though he is ~elibe~: 
ately adding one more dance, one more memory, to hi~ already _blac 
full life schedule. The contrast between youth and age is dramatized by 
the use of white the absence of all color, and black, the presence of all 
color. Leila seeks to avoid him "Oh, please, don:; bother," whe~ "he was 
alon timecomparinghisprogrammewithhers. In Why Survive Robert 
Butl!r observes in "Growing Old Absurd" that "negative attitudes to~ard 
the old range from pity and infantilization to ~voidanc~ or direc~ 
h til·ty " (402) She sees him as an unpleasant mterruption and s 

os i · d B · o·ntsout· offers denial; the young girl sees him as old but as e eauv~ir P i ,, • 
"Old age is more apparent to others than to the subject himself. (2~4) 
The old man is busy being young, collecting new dances, new m:mone~. 
The old man looks at Leila: "Do I remember this bright little face? he said 

ftl "Is it known to me of yore?" The old man sees youth, (as she sees 
:;e) ~~ther than the person, perhaps a mirror of his internal self whe~ 
he looks at Leila; does he know the face of youth from years Ion~ past. 
Suddenly, this old man is "tossed away on a great wave o_f music that 
came flying over the gleaming floor, br~aki1;;g th~ groups up mto coup~es, 
scattering them, sending them spinmng... This symbol of Father Time 
(the old man) disappears in an atomic-like explosion, a turbu~ent o~ean 
of life, disappears in spinning time itself. Butler says, a umq~e 
contribution of the elderly includes models for, ... and a sense of ~e entire 
life cycle." (406) This old bald, fat man is himself the ball _of l~e tossed 
on the great wave of music (time); life and time synthesize mto each 
other, the ball, which is he. 

Like an ethereal fairy, Leila is transported by the music; eve~ if her 
d .d 't d "she had to listen to that marvelous music ... she partner i n come an h artn 

would die at least, or faint, or lift her arms and fly ... " But, er P . er 
does come· "she hadn't to die after all." The early partners are routine, 
mundane, 'commentingblasely about the floor while i:ei~a·~ s?irit dai:_ic_es 
and defies the gravity of space and time. De Beauvoir m 'Time ActiVIty 
and History" quotes Ionesco: 



Two days (travelling) in a new country are worth thirty lived 
in familiar surroundings, thirty days worn and shortene_d, 
spoiled and damaged by habit. Habit polishes time-you slip 
as you do on an overwaxed floor. A new world, a world always 
new, always young, an everlasting world-that is what Para
dise means.(376) 

While the habituees comment routinely about the floor, Leila's experi
ence is fresh and not yet habit and she thinks the floor is "most 
beautifully slippery." (Perhaps it is Time that Leila gracefully slips into?) 
Surely the floor is slippery-habit does polish time-but Leila is still on the 
brink of waiting for herself and of discovering the slipperiness of the floor. 
<\11 is yet new to her; she is still in her own Paradise. The ball symbolizes 
Leila's Paradise like the roundish pear tree in Bliss by Mansfield sym
Jolizes Bertha's Eden, her own zenith of experience. Both young women 
rre on the verge of perfection soon to be ruined with an intrusion of the 
ruth they don't want to recognize. In The Doll's House by Mansfield, a 
Jrestigious family is given an elaborate doll house and two poor, outcast 
;isters are forbidden to see it; no one deigns to recognize their need to 
~limpse the beautiful pretense but Kezia, of the household. When she 
nvites them in, they see for themselves the perfect "little lamp was real." 
lbe moment of seeing the lamp, the moment of perfection, is ruined 
vhen the outcast girls are literally cast out of the courtyard. In Her First 
3aU, the golden lanterns "throw a luminous streak" too, a light of 
1erf ection before the uncertainty provocated by awareness of life and 
ime leads into the darkness of life's certainty, death. As Bertha's story 
nds, she asks, "Oh, what is going to happen now?" Leila is on this same 
erge of "what is going to happen now?" ("She was only at the beginning 
f everything.") Throughout the duration of the story, she is in and out 
f passages, through swinging doors, back and forth from dark to light, 
~om memories of safe home to sensations of immediate rapture, from 
outh to age. She, like Bertha, is thirsty with the fire of desire for life ("her 
heeks burned"), for the sweetness and perfection of life: 

She was fearfully thirsty. How sweet the ices looked on little 
glass plates, and how cold the frosted spoon was, iced too. 

he glass and the ice echo Cinderella's glass slipper-perfection, frozen, 
1e instant in time, frozen. 

ut, time can't be frozen. When "they came back to the hall there was 
1e fat man waiting for her by the door." Youth "sees" old age; "it gave 
er quite a shock again to see how old he was; he ought to have been on 
1e stage with the fathers and mothers." She devalues him as a person; 
1e sees only his ungainly shabbiness, only his age, something as Pip 
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sees Magwitch as evil because he is old. (However, Pip is "converted" and 
at the end of Great Expectations there is a joining of young and old). She 
assumes the stereotypical response of youth to the elderly, that the old 
man should act his age, retire from the action, remove himself from 
dancing, from the movement of life, to become static like "the aged 
parent" in Dickens' novel. In Leaving Cheyenne by Larry McMurtry, a 
community Christmas dance in Texas, 191 7, engenders a similar 
response between two young friends when Johnny, the cowboy, asks 

Gid: 

Why do you reckon all these old folks want to get out there 
and dance? It's just making a spectacle of themselves, if you 
ask me. 

Gid thinks:"I thought so too. The whole town was there ... Everybody that 
could move danced. Fat ones and skinny ones and ugly ones and pretty 
ones .. .I even seen a preacher dance one set, and ... " 

"Unnatural" is associated with the old (classnotes), and Leila sees the fat 
man as acting unnaturally. He is not part of her fantasy; his reality 
intrudes. He is life's gravity pulling on her. She sees not the person who 
is so like herself-tenderly vital and alert-she sees only old. If she has 
dismissed the old as being removed, "up" on the stage, away from the 
dance of life, she now has to confront a contradiction: the outward form 
of an old man "creased" (his waistcoat), "dusty" (his coat) "with a button 
off his glove" (used, old, counter-point to new gloves in the beginning of 
the story) with the inward vitality of a man still participating in the dance 
oflife. In the "Discovery and Assumption of Old Age" de Beauvoir asserts: 

There is nothing that obliges us in our hearts to recognize 
ourselves in the frightening image that others provide us 
with. That is why it is possible to reject that image verbally 
and to refuse it by means of our behaviour, the refusal itself 
being a form of assumption. (294) 

His perceptions and behavior are active, not passive; they belie what he 
says; he is propelled by the "Being Within" his "in-itself' de Beauvoir 
identifies. He seems to be as incredulous about the passage of his 30 
years as Leila is: "It hardly bears thinking about, does it?" Regarding 
time, de Beauvoir acknowledges "We always have the whole of our life 
behind us, reduced to the same form and size at all ages: in perspective, 
20years are equal to 60 .. .in spontaneous impression." (375) "The swing 
doors opened and shut" like the doors of awareness into time. For the 
old man, time contracts. "Old age is beyond his life, outside it," like de 



Beauvoir says of hers, "something of which I cannot have any full inward 
experience." (291) 

"At the threshold of adolescence the image-what we are through the 
vision that others have of us-falls to pieces: and we don't know what to 
replace it with ... A similar hesitation and uncertainty appears at the 
threshold of old age." (291) 

De Beauvoir quotes deSivigne (in 1687) regarding old age and time: 

But it is day by day that we go forward; today we are as we 
were yesterday and tomorrow we shall be like ourselves 
today. So we go on without being aware ofit, and this is one 
of the miracles of that Providence which I so love.(287) 

Both Leila and the old man are on a threshold of time; both are active and 
alert to life's moments. Both are participating in the dance. Even though 
the time-distance between Leila and the old man is truly diminished 
because of the threshold they share, only the reader can see this truism. 
De Beauvoir quotes Sartre regarding youth: 

One is in a state of waiting for the world and for oneself ... one 
emerges transformed .. .It is a period at which one cannot seize 
and embrace time either by projects or by memory, since time 
tears one from oneself. (375) 

The old man tears Leila from herself-why she becomes so alarmed. He 
carries the burden of being older, the burden to assess life, to tell all like 
Jim Burden, the narrator in My Antonia by Willa Cather. The weight of 
knowing that "all life .. .is a brief and hopeless struggle against the pull 
of the earth" (Gardnerl 1) is too great to bear alone, one surmises, just 
like "Leila's "rush of joy" was "so sweet that it was hard to bear alone." 
As Butler maintains, "older people are apt to be reflective rather than 
impulsive." (408) "Age changes our relationship with time: as the years 
go by our future shortens, while our past grows heavier." (de Beauvoir 
361) The reflections are forced because the future is foreshortened; the 
mirror is no longer "at the far end." The old man, like the old man in 
Ionesco's The Chairs is anxious: "I must tell it all." (484) The old become 
anxious about their health, their mortality, their own life story dying 
when they die much more than they exhibit. (de Beauvoir 301) "Old age 
is a heavy burden," says the old man in The Chairs. (488) In Her First 
Ball, the old man "pressed her a little closer" and using sarcasm (like Joe 
Allston as a weapon against the phantom of death) "chases" old age (and 
death) "like a cue ball chases the other balls on the pool table" with his 
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facetious comments about Leila soon to be "sitting up there on the stage, 
looking on." He "takes in external expectations and spits them out like 
JoeAllston." (classnotes) JustasJoeAllston(allstone? weight? burden 
of age?) in Stegner's The Spectator Bird, belies what he says by his own 
actions, the old man, a cue ball himself, ironically pokes and prods the 
stereotypes of old age-on the stage-while he dances. He is "reaching out" 
about old age like Norman did in On Golden Pond to get Leila to recognize 
her own temporality as well as to internalize how he is "supposed" to see 
himself. Inadvertently through his body language, he is not among those 
on the stage; he sees old age as outside of himself. 

The resurgence of the color black casts a pall for Leila; he describes her 
in her future old age: 

In your nice black velvet and these pretty arms will have 
turned into little short fat ones, and you'll beat time with 
such a different kind of fan-a black bony one. 

The ribs of the black fan foreshadow the ribs of the skeleton in death; the 
elemental force of time "drapes its shadow" invisibly over Leila. The fat 
man "seemed to shudder," for he is closer to his description than Leila, 
and he knows it. The fantasy of the ball turns into phantasmagoria as 
Leila in a flickering moment begins to see the phantoms of her own old 
age. In "the Being in the World" de Beauvoir quotes Goethe: "Age takes 
hold of us by surprise." (283) On the dance floor age has taken hold of 
Leila by surprise. She is catapulted into her own future by the old man's 
comments: 

And you'll smile away like the poor old dears up there and 
point to your daughter, and tell the elderly lady next to you 
how some dreadful man tried to kiss her at the club ball. And 
your heart will ache, ache, ... because no one wants to kiss 
you now. 

Instead of the floors being "beautifully slippery" as Leila observed when 
she "first floated away like a flower that is tossed in a pool" "these 
polished floors" will become in her old age unpleasant and dangerous, 
remarks the old man. "Habit polishes time" and slips and slides one 
closer to old age and death. He addresses her "softly" (for the second 
time): "Eh, Mademoiselle, Twinkletoes?" quietly acknowledging her 
Cinderella fairy status. Pertinent to the old man's wistful comment 
about the kiss, one can sense the longing in his voice whereas Leila is in 
a rush to grow up. 



The old person often desires to desire because he retains his 
longing for experiences that can never be replaced and 
because he is still attached to the erotic world he built up in 
his youth or maturity ... we wish for eternal youth, and this 
youth implies the survival of the libido. (de Beauvoir 319) 

Perhaps the old man is truly not only Father Time but also "Providence" 
leading her "kindly" and "gently" over the threshold of self-awareness. 
But, as in The Coming of Age, we humans are "astonished when the 
common fate becomes our own." (283) Leila thinks: 

Was it--could it all be true? It sounded terribly true. Was this 
first ball only the beginning of her last ball after all? At that 
the music seemed to change; it sounded sad, sad; it rose up 
a great sigh. Oh, how quickly things changed! Why didn't 
happiness last for ever? For ever wasn't a bit too long. 

Leila must escape time; she must make it stand still: "I want to stop," 
she said in a breathless voice. Butler says that "our bodies are us and 
grief can easily be aroused over signs of the ultimate loss of one's self." 
(403) Leila becomes sad, if not grieving, for her old self sitting on the 
stage, removed from the ball oflife. Leila has been jolted like the Baron 
in Giradoux's The Madwoman of Chaillot "You mean all those people are 
fighting to buy stock in a company that has no object?" Leila wants to 
stop so that she can suspend herselfin time: "I won't go outside. I won't 
sit down. I'll just stand here, thank you." 

fhe fairyland ball Leila was so swept up in becomes "not the real thing." 
(As Ivan Ilyich thinks about his life) Ilyich thinks that what he had done 
with his life has been a "deception that blinds from the reality of life and 
:ieath." Leila, too, has been blinded by the deception, the artful beauty 
Jf the dance, the magic of the moment until now, her encounter with 
fime, with the old man, and with seeing herself. 

!\t the end oflvan Ilyich's life "the pain took a new tum: it began to grind 
md shoot and constrict his breathing." (Tolstoy 129) Similarly, Leila 
Jecomes breathless, a mini-death, an emotional constriction as she 
~omes face to face with her own mortality. "Beauty," elusive youth, has 
:aced the "Beast" ofhuman reality, the existence of time. In Her FirstBaU 
md Bliss the balloon of euphoria, the exuberant, innocent weightless-
1ess of spirit is pierced by an instant of awareness, an instant of reality 
which the protagonist does not want to see. Leila wants the moment of 
)erfection, youth ("pinkness") to last for ever, perhaps as a keepsake to 
~emind her of the fragility of her own self. When the perfection of the 
noment is ruined, she wants to throw "her pinafore over her head and 
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sob ... " like Ilyich who after long suffering "wanted most of all to be pitied 
like a sick child. He wanted to be caressed, kissed, cried over, as sick 
children are caressed and comforted." (129) Leila asks: "Why had he 
spoiled it all?" The heavy realization thuds into her life; she has no choice 
but to wrest herself from the arms of time and to stand still, trying to 
recapture her breath, her life, her meaning. The sweets of life have been 
spilled, like Molly's molasses in Leaving Cheyenne, Book II, the fairyland 
spoiled. Her golden moment is shattered. The "passage" toward the big 
double doors at the drill hall" have led Leila to this metamorphosis, to 
when "the world first took on its face" for her. (de Beauvoir 362) 

When Leila quits the dance in dismay because of what he has told her, 
the old man says "I say, you know, you mustn't take me seriously, little 
lady." The inner being of the old person "does not accept the label that 
has been stuck to him." (291) The inner being of Whitey, the grandfather 
in "Hey Sailor, What Ship?" by Tillie Olsen similarly does not accept the 
label "wino" his granddaughter dismisses him with. And when Helen, 
the mother, tells her young daughter "of course he belongs here, he's a 
part of us, like family ... Jeannie, this is the only house in the world he can 
come into and be around people and places without having to pay ... He 
knows more about people and places than almost anyone I've ever 
known. You can learn from him." Jeannie responds "He's just a Howard 
Street wino, that's all ... just a wino." (34) In her youth, she can't "see" 
beyond the exterior shell either. 

Even though Leila wants to throw her pinafore over her head and sob like 
a child she does not; like Ilyich, who assumed a "serious stem, profound 
expression" (104/ 105), Leila adopts a similar stem tactic of supercil
iousness: "As if I should!" in response to the old man's comment about 
not taking him seriously. She tosses "her small dark head" and sucks her 
underlip and dismisses the gloomy old man rather like Sonja, the opaque 
young wife in Providence dismisses the question about death with a 
blank look and "I don't think about it." Both refuse to see; both young 
women deny. Even Ethel in On Golden Pond denies her husband's old 
age until the crucial moment of his attack. Leila opens and shuts the 
doors of her mind like "the swing doors opened and shut." Leila "didn't 
want to dance any more;" she wanted "to be home," in a safe place. The 
"sudden alteration: in her awareness" destroyed her tranquillity (de 
Beauvoir 287) and she wanted to retreat to recapture where she had 
been, her past, before. 

The new music began a "soft, melting, ravishing tune ... and a young man 
with curly hair bowed before her." The present seduces her; the new 
moment in time captures her, so that like in life, the future becomes the 
present becomes the past and "in one minute, in one tum, her feet glided, 



(lid ed." Her youth tosses her into the beautiful flying wheel of life, the 
vheeloffortune, oflights, azaleas, dresses, pinkfaces, velvet chairs. The 
:olor and softness and immediacy overwhelm her. "In one minute" she 
lefies life's gravity by getting caught up again in that fairyland world, her 
irst ball. Cinderella refuses to allow the clock to strike midnight; Leila 
·efuses to allow herself to recognize what the accrual of the golden 
noments lead to-old age-

And when her next partner bumped into the fat man and he 
said 'Pardon,' she smiled at him more radiantly than ever. 
She didn't even recognize him. 

1.s Sevigne was quoted, "So we go on without being aware of it..." The 
noments piled upon moments eventually lead to our human personal 
xperience of time, our burden. Even though the old man serves as "life's 
;ravity," the weight or burden of time, the pull from youth to old age, he 
imultaneously also defies gravity and old age by asserting his spirit in 
novement, in dancing. He is not "weighed down with grief' like Rockwell 
Gardner 424); he is buoyed up on "the great wave of music." This 
pherical character is like the pivotal axis on which human understand
rrg of itself turns. 

bere is no joining of youth and age in this story. The old man is part 
fthe human family, the ball, a "place in the world he can come into and 
1e around people ... " but like Jeannie, Leila does not want to learn from 
tim. She wants to shut out old age. When she "didn't even recognize him 
gain," old age has become invisible to her just as she was invisible to 
he girls who were supposed to "be nice to her." "But Leila felt the girls 
idn't really see her." They were looking elsewhere, like Leila at the end 
fthe story, smiling "radiantly" (glassily?) preoccupied with her own life 
nd the magic of the instant. Leila herself transforms the old man to an 
1visible state perhaps to arrest her own pendulum of time. 

oe Allston ruminates in The Spectator Bird: 

Who was ever in any doubt that the self-esteem of the elderly 
declines in this society which indicates in every possible way 
that it does not value the old in the slightest ... and generally 
ignores them ... ? And which has a chilling capacity to look 
straight at them and never see them. ( 116) 

[e refers to modem American society, yet Mansfield reflects a different 
ociety before her death in 1923. It seems that Time is the real culprit, 
he "evil" ravisher. Human beings want to revel in the instant but they 
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can't because time intrudes; it "materializes from invisibility" and saps 
youth, so-thinks youth-to ignore Time, to not "see" it, is to control it. Our 
thirst and "wish for eternal youth" (de Beauvoir 319) sucks us into the 
vortex of the ball, the flying wheel. Only as Leila and the old man are both 
part of this flying wheel are they joined, but even then, all whirling in the 
ball of life, youth does not "see" age. De Beauvoir comments: 

We carry this ostracism so far that we even reach the point 
of turning it against ourselves: for in the old person that we 
must become, we refuse to recognize ourselves.(4) 

At the end of the story, everyone is dancing to the new music; invisible 
Time and the globe move on. Life is a dance, a ball, a celebration. The 
bald, fat old man is the compounded roll, the fruition oflife. It is Leila's 
loss that she does not "recognize" the Beauty within the Beast. 
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Closing the Gap Between Literature and 
the Social Studies: An Introduction to 

Writers of the Non-Western World 
by 

Thomas J. Scott 

The study of culture is an important component in the curriculum of 
secondary social studies classes such as Global Studies, World History, 
Anthropology, and Sociology. Studying culture is also an important 
component of classes in literature departments such as World Litera
ture, American Studies, and the Humanities. Within this curricular 
context, teachers of both social studies and literature often have little 
knowledge of the development and transformation of cultures outside 
the Western world. As a result, non-Western culture is typically 
overlooked in the curriculum or given superficial treatment. Often it is 
presented in a manner which reinforces existing stereotypes oflife in the 
developing world. 

Reading and analyzing non-Western literature is one method of provid
ing teachers and students with important insights into the cultural 
development and transformation of societies in Africa, Latin America, 
and Asia. I was able to gain deeper insights into the nature oflife in the 
developing world through an Independent Study Grant provided by The 
Council for Basic Education in Washington, D.C. In my study I read 15 
works of fiction written by novelists fromAfrica, LatinAmerica, and Asia. 
From the reading of non-Western literature I attempted to fulfill several 
objectives: (1) to gain a deeper understanding of the human dimension 
of life in a developing society; (2) to synthesize literature and social 
sciences to gain a clearer persp~ctive of the political, economic, social, 
and literary realities of developing societies; (3) to acquire a more broad 
understanding of the humanities and how it can be applied in the context 
of the non-Western world; (4) to gain more in-depth knowledge ofnon
Western culture; and (5) to enhance respect for multiculturalism and 
global awareness. In short, I undertook the study to overcome a Western 
bias which I feel is found in much of the curriculum of both the social 
studies and the humanities. I agree with the comments of Rick 
Simonsen and Scott Walker, editors of the book Multicultural Literacy: 
Opening The American Mind, who state: "Americans need to broaden 
their awareness and understanding of the cultures of the rest of the 
world. Other histories and cultures reveal ancestry and knowledge that 
has bearing on who we are and where we are going." (1) Literature 




